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Photon upconversion (UC) processes result in the emission of photons at higher energies than those

absorbed. Among the several recent novel applications of UC, the most widely studied is its use with

photovoltaic (PV) cells. Photon UC can sensitize PV cells to portions of the solar spectrum at lower

energy than the band gap, which are wasted in a normal single-junction cell, and so begins to address

one of the major sources of PV cell efficiency loss. Developing a rigorous but practical method of

quantifying upconversion efficiency is therefore an important objective. This task is complicated by the

nonlinearity of upconversion efficiency at application-relevant light intensities, meaning the excitation

conditions under which efficiency is measured must also be specified. A first-principles approach to

determining upconversion efficiency, based on the quantum yields of the underlying photochemical

processes, is rigorous in principle but difficult in practice. Absolute photometric measurements that treat

the upconverter as a black box are similarly difficult, and measure optical losses alongside the

photochemical performance. The widely-utilized relative actinometry method, based on comparisons to

a known fluorescence standard, fails as a rigorous method without explicit consideration of the

generation profile and reabsorption. In response to these issues, we report an upconverter action

spectrum experiment, which is based on continuous-wave photoluminescence techniques. The

experiment is used to determine the upconversion efficiency of a photochemical upconverter employing

triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA). Full specification of the excitation conditions is made, allowing the

efficiency measurement to be linked to well-defined solar excitation conditions. We measure the TTA–

UC performance of the PQ4PdNA : rubrene system over a range of excitation conditions corresponding

to 0.09–3.22 multiples of AM1.5G solar illumination. At 1 sun, we obtain a TTA yield of 1.1%.
Introduction

Incoherent photon upconversion (UC) is a process whereby a
material absorbing uncorrelated photons of a given energy, re-
emits photons at a higher energy. The process has generated
considerable interest across a number of contemporary research
elds, including photovoltaics (PV),1–3 water splitting,4 medical
imaging,5 in vivo drug activation,6 lighting,7 and displays.8 UC
allows PV devices to harvest sub-band gap photons that are
otherwise unusable;9 in medical applications, UC can locally
generate wavelengths of light that cannot be effectively supplied
from outside the body, and the anti-Stokes shied emission is
easily distinguishable from autouorescence.10
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In all the applications of incoherent photonUC, but especially
PV, the efficiency of the upconversion process is a key parameter.
Normal Stokes-shied uorescence is a linear process, and the
efficiency is represented by a single number, FPL. But all inco-
herent photon UC processes are non-linear, at least when
unsaturated. HenceFUC, the quantum yield of photonUC, varies
with excitation intensity, and can be meaningfully reported only
alongside specication of the excitation conditions. Recording
upconversion efficiency therefore entails the measurement of:

(1) FUC itself (or an analogue), and
(2) The excitation conditions under which the measurement

was made.
In so-called relative actinometry measurements, the light

output of an unknownmaterial (the upconverter) is compared to
a luminescent standard with known quantum yield, and the
efficiency is inferred.11 Relative actinometry is a popularmethod
ofmeasuringUCperformance. For example, in a recent reviewby
Moth-Poulsen and coworkers of TTA–UC systems with reported
efficiencies, it was the method used for 40 out of the 54 reported
experiments.2
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756 | 52749
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But central to the efficacy of relative actinometry must be a
consideration of the generation prole – the distribution of
photoexcited centers within the sample caused by propagation
and attenuation of the excitation beam – and reabsorption. If no
correction is made for differing generation proles and reab-
sorption, relative actinometry can produce meaningful results
only when the unknown and reference samples are excited with
equivalent generation proles, and both exhibit the same
reabsorption behaviour.

These requirements alone make simple relative actinometry
an uncertain prospect for accurately establishing upconversion
efficiency. The non-linear response of upconverters at low light
levels further compounds this. In a Stokes-shied uorescence
sample, the distribution of photoexcited absorbers and the
distribution of uorescing sites both trivially match the gener-
ation prole of the excitation beam. But in an upconverting
medium, the upconversion yield depends on the concentration
of photoexcited centers. The distribution of sites emitting
upconversion will therefore be a truncation of the generation
prole, the extent of the truncation depending on the degree of
nonlinearity – which itself is intensity-dependent. Given these
compounding complications, the likelihood of an uncorrected
measurement by relative actinometry yielding a meaningful
upconversion quantum yield is low.

Further discussion of the problems associated with simple
relative actinometry for upconversion can be found in the ESI.†
But given themanypitfalls of the technique already propounded,
we present anew andmore rigorous photoluminescencemethod
for quantifying upconverter performance.

The experiment reported herein generates excitation spectra
of photon upconverters, which are then analysed to produce an
Fig. 1 Action spectrum experimental setup. The output of a laser-driv
Telescope 1, then the beam is divided in a polarising beam splitter cube
beam diameter, then passes through a variable neutral density filter (3) and
(5). Meanwhile, the reflected probe beam is modulated by a chopper w
photodiode (8) monitors lamp stability. The probe beam is re-combin
luminescence from the sample is collimated, then imaged into a second
calibration measurements the reference photodiode is moved to the sa

52750 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756
accurate metric of UC efficiency. The experiment is performed
by measuring the linear response of an upconverter to a low-
intensity monochromatic modulated probe beam, while under
excitation by a brighter continuous beam, which positively
biases the upconverter efficiency. The generated spectra are
supported by a comprehensive one-dimensional optical model,
accounting for the generation prole of both excitation sources,
the kinetic processes governing upconversion generation, and
the reabsorption of emitted light.

The paper is arranged as follows: rst, the experimental
setup, measurement procedure, and concentration factor
calculation are introduced. Then, an optical model for the
action spectrum of an organic upconverter utilizing triplet–
triplet annihilation (TTA) is derived, from which the upcon-
version efficiency is extracted. This is followed by the results
from an action spectrum measurement of a previously-
characterized TTA–UC system. Finally, we present a perspec-
tive of how this experiment can be applied to various upcon-
version experiments in the future.
Action spectrum experiment
Overview and setup

The action spectrum experiment is conceptually similar to a
uorescence excitation measurement, in that a low-intensity
excitation beam is scanned in wavelength while a photo-
luminescence response at a xed wavelength is measured. Here,
the emission wavelength is within the upconversion band, and
the excitation or ‘probe’ beam is scanned over all absorbing
species to produce an excitation spectrum of the upconverter.
en xenon arc lamp (1) is collimated, the beam diameter is halved in
(2). The transmitted beam (bias) enters Telescope 2, again halving the
chromatic filter (4) before re-entering a second identical beam splitter
heel (6), then imaged into a monochromator (7). A reference silicon

ed with the bias in (5), then focused into the UC sample (9). Photo-
monochromator (10), with a PMT mounted on the output (11). During
mple position.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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The second-order nature of photon upconversion processes
means that the response scales super-linearly with excitation
intensity in the low-intensity regime.12–14 Thus a low-intensity
beam produces essentially no upconversion. To counteract
this, we illuminate the probed area with a second light source –
the ‘bias’ – which is a broadband incoherent beam resonant
with the upconverter, and much more intense than the probe.
Lock-in amplication of the detector to the probe beam renders
light generated by the bias beam undetected, so the bias affects
the measurement only indirectly, by improving the response of
the upconverter to the probe beam. As in the PV cell enhance-
ment experiment reported by our group, this technique
decouples the response measurement (linked to the probe)
from the excitation conditions (determined by the bias), which
greatly simplies analysis.15

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Off-axis parabolic
mirrors are used for all collimating and focusing optics
throughout the setup, minimizing chromatic effects. The probe
and bias beams of the action spectrum experiment originate in
a high-brightness broadband incoherent light source (EQ1500,
Energetiq). The output is collimated at 0.5 numerical aperture,
passed through a telescope arrangement that halves the beam
diameter, then split into the two beams by a polarising beam-
splitter cube.

The transmitted beam constitutes the bias, which enters a
second identical telescope, then passes through a variable
neutral density lter wheel and a chromatic lter, producing a
beam of variable brightness that is strongly absorbed by the
upconverter in the low-energy (i.e. upconversion) wavelength
range. The reected beam forms the probe, which passes
through a monochromator and chopper wheel. A low-
reectance beamsplitter positioned aer the monochromator
allows a reference silicon photodiode (918D-UV-OD3, Newport)
to monitor the probe beam intensity, to track lamp stability.

The probe and bias beams are recombined in a second
identical polarising beam splitter cube, forming a collinearly-
propagating collimated beam pair. The diameter of the bias
beam is half that of the probe. The two beams are focused onto
the surface of the upconverter. The inverse relationship
between beam diameter and spot size means the spot formed by
the probe is wholly contained within that of the bias, an
important condition of the two-beams method of biasing and
probing. Upconverted emission from the photoexcited sample
is collimated, then imaged into a second monochromator using
a pair of lenses.

This detection monochromator passes a xed narrow band,
usually corresponding to the wavelengths of peak upconversion
intensity, to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) attached to the
monochromator output. The PMT produces current commen-
surate with the intensity of incident photons in the sub-
saturation regime, which can be adjusted with the voltage
applied across the PMT photodynodes. The PMT photocurrent
is pre-amplied (Stanford Research Systems SR570) and read by
a digital acquisition module, the output of which, in turn, is
read by an in-house LabView routine. The amplied, digitized
PMT signal is digitally phase-locked to the modulated probe
beam frequency, thus rendering upconversion generated solely
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
from the bias beam invisible to the measurement. During
analysis, the phase-locked signal is normalised by the photon
ux of the probe beam, correcting for the varying spectral
intensity of the white light source.

Measurement procedure

Prior to the collection of an action spectrum, the following
procedure is undertaken:

(1) The detection wavelength lem is selected on the detection
monochromator, usually by maximizing signal;

(2) Detector linearity is established by ensuring the
maximum signal does not produce a saturated response from
the PMT, the onset of which is checked using a calibrated
detector with a known saturation threshold. The PMT sensi-
tivity is adjusted as necessary; and

(3) The bias beam is long- or band-pass ltered to give
resonant excitation in the upconverting region without ooding
the PMT with scatter at the emission wavelength.

Then, an action spectrum is measured by scanning the probe
beam over the entire absorption range of the upconverter,
bracketing lem. Thus, upconversion processes are induced by
excitation wavelengths l > lem, and Stokes-shied emission
processes at wavelengths l < lem. A series of spectra are
collected for a range of bias intensities, allowing measurement
of the upconverter performance under changing excitation
conditions.

In order to normalize the phase-locked probe beam
response, the reference photodiode with power meter (2936-C,
Newport) is placed at the sample position aer collection of the
action spectra. The probe beam is scanned as per the action
spectrum measurement while recording power, which is then
converted to photon ux per wavelength increment. The power
meter used in this work automatically compensates for the
changing photodiode responsivity with wavelength using on-
board calibration data.

The nal additional measurements are those relating to the
bias beam, described below. The excellent lamp stability means
that the probe and bias beam measurements generally remain
valid for as long as the experimental setup is unchanged. This
allows a high throughput of samples, as the action spectra
themselves are collected in a matter of minutes.

We quantify the excitation conditions provided by the bias
beam by relating them to the effect of irradiation by the AM1.5G
solar spectrum.16 Thus the efficiency values subsequently
extracted from each action spectrum can be assigned accurate
device-relevant excitation conditions. In a molecular system, we
compare the excitation rates of the low-energy absorber under
the bias (kFb

), and the AM1.5G spectrum (kFe
), yielding the solar

concentration factor fc ¼ kFb
/kFe

.
Calculating kF for a given excitation source is simple:

kF ¼ Ð
r(l)s(l)dl, (1)

where r is the photon ux of the excitation source (units of
photons per cm2 per nm per s) and s is the absorption cross-
section of the low-energy absorber (units of cm2). Formulating
r for the bias beam requires measurement of the beam's
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756 | 52751
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Fig. 2 Energy level diagram of the TTA–UC process. Two sensitisers
absorb uncorrelated low-energy photons (A) and intersystem-cross to
the first triplet state (B). Triplet energy transfer via Dexter exchange
produces two triplet-excited emitters (C). Subsequent collisions
between such emitters leads to TTA, which can yield one singlet-
excited emitter (D). Fluorescence from this state (E) constitutes
generation of an upconverted photon.
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View Article Online
spectrum, its power (for each ND ltering condition), and the
spot size on the sample.

The bias spectrum is measured using a USB spectrometer
(Ocean Optics HR4000), scattering the bias beam from a Spec-
tralon slab. Bias beam power is determined in one of two ways:
for bias spectra that are relatively narrow, such that the
photodiode responsivity is at across the spectrum, the power
meter calibration wavelength is set to the ux-weighted central
wavelength of the bias spectrum, and read off the power meter.
For a broader bias spectrum, the obtained power reading is
corrected by ux-weighting the responsivity then integrating
over the bias spectrum, as per the responsivity correction
procedure described by Rohwer and Martin.17 The bias spot size
is determined by the following method: the spot is digitally
photographed against a mask containing grid lines of known
spacing. An in-house soware procedure is used to atten the
image and crop around the spot at a known width, calibrated
using the grid lines, and output a surface plot of the image
intensity. The fringe of the spot corresponding to intensities
<(2e)�1 of the brightest point are subtracted, then the remaining
area is t using a suitable model (e.g. an ellipse) to produce the
spot size. The photograph is taken at low bias intensity to avoid
saturation of the camera's sensor.
Model action spectrum: TTA–UC
system

A comparison of gross height of the UC peak is sufficient to
infer the relative UC efficiency of homologous samples
measured under the same bias conditions (a larger UC peak
implying commensurately more efficient UC). But, in order to
obtain an absolute measure of the upconversion efficiency,
modelling of the action spectrum is required. The key to
modelling the action spectrum is consideration of the two
modes available for exciting the same emitting center: through
upconversion processes, and through direct photoexcitation.
The latter then acts as a reference for the former, meaning the
ratio becomes the quantity of interest that ultimately deter-
mines the UC efficiency. We expect the experiment to be
compatible with any incoherent upconverter that can satisfy
this condition of dual excitation modes.

Our work thus far has concentrated on the investigation of
organic upconverters harnessing triplet–triplet annihilation
(TTA). These TTA–UC systems are currently the subject of
intensive research efforts, and have made signicant progress
of late in elds such as solar cell enhancement and biological
imaging.3,15,18,19

Standard TTA–UC systems consist of an organometallic
triplet sensitizer, responsible for low-energy photon absorption,
working in concert with a highly uorescent emitter molecule,
which accepts triplet excitations, undergoes TTA with other
triplet-excited emitters, and produces a highly emissive singlet-
excited state from which upconverted photons are generated.
The general scheme for TTA–UC is presented in Fig. 2. In TTA–
UC, the emitter S1 state can be produced via TTA, and also via
52752 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756
photoexcitation of the emitter's S1 ) S0 transition, thereby
satisfying the dual excitation condition.

The action spectrum is collected using front-face excitation
and detection, with the collimating lens positioned at near-
normal incidence to the illuminated spot. Relying on this
near-symmetry, we use a one-dimensional model of the excita-
tion and generation conditions within the upconverter to
extract efficiency values from the spectrum. The TTA–UC model
consists of two parts: emitter uorescence generated through
upconversion, and through direct photoexcitation. The full
model derivation and the underlying assumptions can be found
in the ESI;† key results are presented below.
Sensitizer photoexcitation

TTA–UC can be described using the following rate model for
NT|z, the steady-state emitter triplet concentration at depth z:

dNTjz
dt

¼ kf
��
z
NS � k1NTjz � k2NTjz2

¼ 0;

(2)

where NS is the sensitiser concentration, and k1 and k2 are the
rst- and second-order emitter triplet decay constants, respec-
tively. In the low-excitation regime, the triplet concentration is
low, and eqn (2) simplies to

NTjz ¼
kf
��
z
NS

k1
: (3)

Hence NT, which directly affects the TTA rate, decreases with
the attenuation of the excitation beam as it propagates into the
sample, causing kF to drop. By accounting for the Beer–Lambert
behaviour of the excitation beams, reabsorption of the emitter
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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uorescence, and the rate formulation of TTA–UC, then sub-
tracting the contribution due solely to the unbiased probe
beam, we arrive at a surprisingly simple expression for the
upconversion intensity with respect to the probe beam:

dIUCðlÞ
dIpðlÞ ¼ FTTAFPL

�
as
pðlÞ

apðlÞ þ ab þ apl

�
; (4)

where Ip denotes probe beam intensity, asp is the absorption
coefficient of the sensitiser at the probe wavelength, and ap, ab
and apl are the absorption coefficients of the entire optical
medium at the probe, bias peak, and photoluminescence
detection wavelengths, respectively.

A similar treatment for direct excitation of the emitter is
much simpler, owing to the linear response of the system and
hence non-participation of the bias beam in the detected term.
The following expression for probe beam response is obtained:

dIFðlÞ
dIpðlÞ ¼ FPL

ae
pðlÞ

apðlÞ þ apl

: (5)

where IF signies that the detected response is due largely to
prompt emitter uorescence.
TTA–UC tting function

Combining eqn (4) and (5) yields the following TTA–UC action
spectrum tting function:

f ðlÞ ¼ A

�
ae
pðlÞ

apðlÞ þ apl

þ FTTA

as
pðlÞ

apðlÞ þ ab þ apl

�
: (6)

Of note is the fact that FPL has been subsumed into the scale
factor A. Hence FTTA can be quantitatively determined without
knowledge of the uorescence quantum yield, a notoriously
troublesome variable to determine accurately. The only
assumption in combining eqn (4) and (5) is that the TTA and
direct photoexcitation channels produce indistinguishable
singlet-excited emitters. The formal upconversion quantum
yield is given by FUC ¼ FPLFTTA/2, and can be produced from
the action spectrum results with knowledge of the emitter
Fig. 3 The structures and spectra of PQ4PdNA (extinction, in black
solid line) and rubrene (extinction and emission, red dot-dashed and
red dashed lines, respectively), the sensitiser and emitter employed in
the reported TTA–UC system.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
uorescence quantum yield. But the challenge in producing
efficient TTA–UC systems lies almost entirely in boosting FTTA

rather than FPL, since a large range of highly uorescent emit-
ters are readily available. Further, the FTTA term entirely
shoulders the nonlinear characteristics of TTA–UC.

TTA–UC efficiency determined
The experiment

A TTA–UC system was prepared, consisting of the metal-
loporphyrin sensitiser PQ4PdNA (0.58 mM) and rubrene (11
mM) in toluene. The structures and relevant spectra of the two
species are shown in Fig. 3. Solar cell gure of merit enhance-
ments have been reported for this system,15 as have the TTA–UC
kinetics of the closely-related PQ4Pd : rubrene system.20,21 The
toluene solution was de-aerated using three freeze–pump–thaw
cycles, then permanently sealed within a 2 mm path-length
quartz cuvette. Repeated measurements revealed no detect-
able degradation of the sample over the duration of the
experiment.

A 610 nm long-pass lter was added to the bias beam path,
and the detector monochromator was set to 555 nm with a
bandpass of approximately 5 nm.With the sample positioned at
the focus of the collinear bias and probe beams, the PMT
sensitivity was adjusted such that the PMT produced a large
signal when the photoluminescence signal was greatest (full
bias intensity, and direct photoexcitation of rubrene by the
probe) without exceeding the linear response region. This
ensured that the action spectrum was collected with a good
signal-to-noise ratio while retaining comparability of the
various spectral features (a photodetector with a high dynamic
range is useful in this respect).

Two action spectra were then recorded over 400–780 nm, the
full wavelength range of the sample: one with the maximum
bias intensity, the other with the bias blocked. The bias-blocked
spectrum was subtracted from the full bias spectrum over the
upconversion range (600–780 nm), removing the unbiased
probe contribution to the upconversion signal. The direct
emitter photoexcitation range is largely insensitive to the bias,
and yields much more intense photoluminescence; hence bias-
blocked background subtraction is unnecessary there.

The PMT sensitivity was increased, and a series of 14 spectra
were then recorded over the upconversion range, each at a
different bias intensity. A background spectrum recorded with
the bias blocked was subtracted from each. The use of increased
PMT sensitivity in this range was possible since it was no longer
necessary to maintain a linear response over the much more
intense direct emitter photoexcitation range. Measurement of
the upconversion performance under low-light conditions was
thus made with an improved signal-to-noise ratio, compared to
the same region of the spectrum collected as part of a full action
spectrum. Mapping between this higher-sensitivity data series
and the full range action spectrum using a constant of pro-
portionality allowed for the determination of FTTA at all bias
intensities used (0.09–3.22 suns).

Following collection of the action spectra, calibration
measurements were carried out. The probe beam photon ux
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756 | 52753
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Fig. 4 Action spectrum results for the PQ4PdNA : rubrene system (detector monochromator set to 555 nm with a bandpass of approximately 5
nm). (A) Full action spectra for maximum and zero bias intensity, corresponding to concentration factors of 3.2 and zero, respectively. The arrow
shows the location of the scatter peak, whichwas ignored during fitting. The inset shows the upconversion region scaled by 52 times on the same
abscissa as the main plot; (B) fit of eqn (6) to the background-corrected full-bias spectrum, with the upconversion region similarly zoomed; (C)
the upconversion region measured at higher sensitivity for a range of concentration factors; (D) FTTA values, extracted from the fit of eqn (6),
plotted with respect to concentration factor.
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and bias beam solar concentration factor were found as per the
procedures described earlier. All action spectra were ux-
normalised, to account for the spectral intensity of the lamp.
The background-corrected full-bias action spectrum was
modeled using eqn (6), and the higher-sensitivity long-
wavelength scans were scaled to the full bias, full-spectrum
result.
Results and discussion

The two full-range action spectra are shown in Fig. 4A, and
illustrate the importance of the bias beam to the measurement.
The small feature in the red region corresponds to photoexci-
tation of the sensitiser, and the subsequent generation of
upconverted emission by TTA–UC. This feature all but vanishes
when the bias is blocked, demonstrating the nonlinear depen-
dence of TTA–UC on excitation intensity and the necessity of
biasing to produce well-resolved action spectra. By contrast, the
larger feature toward the blue, corresponding to direct photo-
excitation of the emitter and the production of prompt uo-
rescence, is much less sensitive to the bias intensity.
52754 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 52749–52756
This is true due to three mechanisms: the greater optical
density of the emitter in the blue–green region (owing to the
disparity in concentration), the difference in the quantum yields
of prompt emitter uorescence and upconversion, and the
linear response of the prompt uorescence. The small difference
that is observed is due to absorption by the Soret band of PQ4-
PdNA, which adds to the upconversion channel through internal
conversion and intersystem crossing to the T1 state.

The t of eqn (6) to the background-corrected full-bias action
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4B, the goodness of the t indicating
that the core photophysical processes of the TTA–UC system are
well-represented. The tting parameter FTTA comes from
scaling the model in the upconversion region to match the
measured response.

Fig. 4C shows action spectra of the upconversion region
made at increased detector sensitivity for a range of bias inten-
sities, corresponding to solar concentrations from 0.09 to 3.22
suns. The experiment demonstrably enables facile measure-
ment of FTTA for this system at much less than one-sun illumi-
nation. To wit, Fig. 4D displaysFTTA values as a function of solar
concentration, obtained by scaling the data from Fig. 4C by the
full-spectrum t from Fig. 4B. The data is well-t by a straight
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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line, demonstrating the linear relationship between upconver-
sion efficiency and intensity, and hence the quadratic scaling of
generated upconversion, at low light intensity. A FTTA value of
1.09(1)% is determined for excitation at 1 sun intensity. Points
on the plot in Fig. 4B can be used to estimate the upconversion
yield by relative actinometry. The usual equation employed is

FUC ¼ Aref

Aunk

Eunk

Eref

hunk
2

href
2
FPL; (7)

and thus

FTTA ¼ 2
AF

AUC

EUC

EF

; (8)

where AF and AUC are the peak absorbances of the emitter and
sensitizer, and EF and EUC are the photoluminescence signals
generated when exciting the emitter and sensitizer
respectively.

Näıve application of this equation to the relative photo-
luminescence generated at 675 nm and 530 nm in Fig. 4B yields
FTTA ¼ 0.111 at 3.22 suns, some three times the value obtained
using the detailed model. Most of this difference is due to the
experiment being performed on an optically dense sample. The
incorporation of the absorbances in eqn (7) and (8) are only
relevant to optically thin samples, where a substantial propor-
tion of the input light is transmitted through the sample. In the
present case, the probe beam is completely absorbed at both
675 nm and 530 nm, and so the sample absorbances of A675 ¼
34 and A530 ¼ 113 can be ignored. Assuming complete absorp-
tion and ignoring subsequent reabsorption of photo-
luminescence, FTTA ¼ 2EUC/EF yields 3.32%, which is much
closer to the 3.51% calculated from the detailed model, which
takes into consideration reabsorption. Indeed, the sample
absorbance is 14 at the detection wavelength of 555 nm, which
is somewhat less than those at 675 nm and 530 nm, and so
much of the emitted photoluminescence will be detected in the
front-face geometry. To apply eqn (7) with condence would
require an optical density approximately 10�3 lower than pres-
ently employed – a uorescence cuvette of dimension 10 mm
would be required.

Of note is the speed with which action spectra may be
collected, particularly for coarse wavelength increments (5 nm
in this work), the simplicity of the tting function, and the
ability to re-use calibration measurements across multiple trials
(as long as the optical setup remains unchanged). Based on
these positive attributes, the upconverter action spectrum
technique should be a valuable tool for determining upcon-
version efficiency. Our development of the experiment thus far
has focused on TTA–UC systems, but we anticipate that it will be
generally applicable to all incoherent upconverter materials
including rare earths.
Perspectives

The nonlinear response of upconversion efficiency to excitation
intensity mandates particularly careful measurement of the
upconversion performance. As described earlier, the use of
relative actinometry as a ‘black box’ method of determining
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
upconversion quantum yield is unlikely to yield trustworthy
results.

The action spectrummeasurement expounded here is akin to
a relative actinometry measurement in that the upconversion
efficiency is measured by comparison to the uorescence
quantum yield of the TTA–UC emitter. But by using the same
uorescent molecule as the standard and the upconverter
emitter, the uorescence quantum yield cancels out in the eval-
uation, and the measurement becomes immune to substitution
errors sinceno sample changing is necessary. Optical andkinetic
modelling of the measured system account for differences in
generation prole and reabsorption between the upconversion
and prompt uorescence pathways, and allow the extraction of
FTTA, the key parameter underlying incoherent upconversion in
organicmaterials. Themodel used in this work assumes the low-
intensity regime, in which the intensity of upconverted emission
scales quadratically with excitation intensity. The measured
linear trend of FTTA with fc suggests that this assumption is
sound for the range of bias intensities utilized.

Innon-scattering solidTTA–UCmaterials,whichoenexhibit
high optical densities, the present technique is equally valid as
for solutions, since all optical characteristics of the material are
taken into account. We also anticipate that the action spectrum
experiment should be extensible to inorganic lanthanide-based
upconverters, if sufficiently efficient materials can be devel-
oped. But a key assumption that underlies the relative simplicity
of the TTA–UC action spectrum tting function, eqn (6), must be
noted. Currently we assume that the emitter uorescence spec-
trum does not depend on excitation intensity, which is reason-
able for uorescent organic systems. But work by Fischer et al.
shows that it is not the case with rare-earth upconverters, where
features in the upconversion spectrum grow at different rates
with respect to excitation conditions.22This is due to themultiple
pathways by which emitting states in the material are gener-
ated.22Anyopticalmodel for the action spectrumof a lanthanide-
based upconverter must take this into account.

Conclusion

The accurate determination of incoherent upconversion effi-
ciency is an important part of the development of upconverters
for energy, lighting and imaging applications. We have devel-
oped the upconverter action spectrum, an experimental tech-
nique combining the high throughput of relative actinometry
methods with a detailed photochemical description of the
upconverter, allowing the accurate determination of upconver-
sion efficiency under well-quantied excitation conditions.
Applied to a previously-reported TTA–UC system, we obtained a
FTTA value of 1.09% at 1 sun. The action spectrum experiment
allows for the high-throughput measurement and comparison
of many upconverter samples, and should assist in the study
and development of these emerging materials.
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